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very slow in giving their adhesion, and it was not until nine
months after Otto's death that the resignation of Herman
removed the last opposition to the recognition of Henry. A
kingdom won in the face of so much reluctance would
obviously not be an easy one to govern.
Henry II was exactly the type of ruler required at aHis charac-
time when practical common sense and persistent effort were
needed in the work of restoration. He was upright and
pious, intensely aware of his high dignity and its duties, but
free from imaginative dreams and idealistic aims. The
Italian kingdom had to be re-won, but he was not to be lured
away by its fascination into idle adventure; the Empire
once more depended upon Germany as its base. Patiently
he set to work to retrieve the situation there, travelling
continually throughout his dominions to enforce obedience
upon the nobles and to check them, especially in Saxony and
Lorraine, in their favourite pursuit of private warfare. On
the whole, he had less trouble than might have been expected
within the borders of Germany proper. The only overt acts
of rebellion came from his own duchy of Bavaria and from
his wife's family in Lorraine.
In Bavaria, the Babenberg family had obtained an Disturbances
important position when Otto II made the brothers Berthold
of the Nordgau and Liutpold of the East Mark directly
dependent upon the Crown. The son of Berthold, Henry,
now margrave of the Nordgau, disappointed in his hopes of
succeeding the king as duke of Bavaria, entered into a
treacherous alliance with duke Boleslav of Poland, and gained
the assistance of his cousin Ernest, a son of Liutpold, and
also of the king's brother Bruno. The revolt broke out in
1003, and was brought to an end the following year by the
submission of the three rebels. They were pardoned, and the
king secured their future loyalty by the favours he heaped
upon them. Bruno took orders and was appointed chancellor
of the German kingdom and later bishop of Augsburg;
Ernest was given the duchy of Suabia when it became void
in 1012, and on his death in 1015 his son Ernest succeeded
him. Meanwhile, in 1004, the duchy of Bavaria had been
filled by the appointment of Henry of Luxemburg, the eldest
brother of the Queen. This, however, was not sufficient for the
ambition of the Luxemburg house. A second brother, D ictrich,

